
As Like

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I cried, _______ I mounted the step.1. as

The valley is one of exquisite beauty, presenting a combination of mingled
picturesqueness and sublimity, the _______ of which is rarely to be seen.
2.

like

Now he plays in front of the cafés, _______ the rest, and sometimes poses
for the head of an old man!
3. like

All was _______ quiet _______ the grave.4. as as

Her cheeks were _______ pink _______ her gown.5. as as

It is maddening in a place _______ this to be limited to one set of brains,
and arms, and legs-and those masculine.
6. like

And this hypothesis, _______ the others, has been reproduced by some of
the anti-geologists of the present day.
7. like

The great bronze woman sees the flash of arms and the waving of flags on
the high-road before any one else, and something _______ a smile flits
across her tightly-shut lips.

8.
like

But the priest remained _______ cool _______ before.9. as as

This defeat made little impression, for soon afterwards the slaves on three
plantations killed their white masters, and, _______ the others, went off to join
the bush negroes.

10.
like

But she wanted help-she wanted some one to cling to in this hour of
difficulty; and to all intents and purposes she was alone, for it was impossible
to ask her mother's aid and guidance at a time _______ this.

11.

like

She felt _______ if she were going to execution.12. as

An Elaine who stood beside a great black coach, the _______ of which
had never rolled American highways.
13. like

_______ he did so, a knock came to the door.14. As
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I said, _______ we turned again in our walk.15. as

Heedless of his royalty, bestowed by man, she, _______ the others, had
followed in the train of the Irish spark, who was royal only by nature.
16. like

It was more _______ a quest for a hero's arming.17. like

It looked _______ if it had been flung from a car.18. as

She felt _______ if she wanted to cry.19. as

He looked very young _______ he stood there by the bed.20. as
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